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Nonmonotonic interfacial friction with normal force in two-dimensional crystals
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Classic Amontons’ law states that friction force increases monotonically with the increase of normal force.
Here a nonmonotonic variation of interfacial friction with normal force is revealed in two-dimensional van
der Waals bilayers by extensive first-principles calculations. The results show that the interlayer sliding energy
barriers and shear strengths of MoS2, hexagonal boron nitride, and graphene bilayers turn to decrease with
the relative movement of top and bottom monolayers from the lowest to the highest energy stacking state
under normal pressures beyond 1.8, 14.7, and 7.6 GPa, respectively. Meanwhile, the interlayer binding energy
differences between the highest and the lowest energy stacking state are nonmonotonic as the normal pressure
increases. This anomalous frictional behavior in two-dimensional crystals is effectively interpreted by the
opposite contributions of interlayer van der Waals and Coulomb interactions.
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Classic Amontons’ law states that friction force between
two sliding solid surfaces is always proportional to the applied
normal force or the friction coefficient is constant, as the real
contact area is proportional to the normal force [1–3]. Scaling
down to the nanometer regime, Amontons’ law is valid in
most cases [4–7], but occasionally broken in some specific
situations [8–12]. For example, negative friction coefficient
was found at the interface between graphene sheets and the
tip of atomic force microscope when the tip is detached
away from the graphene sheets [8,9], or between graphene
and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) due to load-induced
suppression of out-of-plane distortion [10]. However, under
compressive normal force or further increase of normal force,
the friction will increase again with normal force even in these
specific systems.

An important fact is that natural layered crystals such
as graphite, h-BN, and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) are
conventional solid lubricants for heavy-duty machinery or ex-
treme pressure environments [13,14]. These layered crystals
are widely recognized to hold together by weak interfacial van
der Waals (vdW) interactions. Lubricant additives based on
nanosheets of layered vdW crystals could significantly reduce
friction and wear under high contact pressure [15,16]. Exten-
sive studies have shown that when the thicknesses of vdW
crystals decrease to their atomic limits, the friction properties
may become quite different from their bulk states [17–22].
Two-dimensional (2D) vdW crystals such as graphene and
MoS2 could possess ultralow friction depending on stack-
ing commensurability [23,24], substrate adhesion [25,26],
out-of-plane stiffness [17], and interface structure [27–30].
Theoretical simulations are important tools to study friction
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properties at nanoscale. However, most first-principles works
on interlayer friction of 2D vdW crystal are conducted by
constant interlayer distance mode rather than constant normal-
force mode. There is still a lack of extensive investigation on
how the interfacial friction of 2D vdW crystal changes with
normal load.

In this work, we find through first-principles calculations
employing constant normal-force mode that the interfacial
friction in commensurate MoS2, h-BN, and graphene bilayers
is nonmonotonic under high normal pressure, and the inter-
layer sliding energy barrier and resistance turn to decrease
with the increase of normal pressure. The underlying mech-
anism of this unconventional frictional behavior is compre-
hensively elucidated by analyzing the variations of interlayer
vdW and Coulomb energy barriers with normal pressure and
the contributions of electron kinetic and electrostatic energies
to interlayer Coulomb interaction. These results could deepen
our understanding of lubricating performance of 2D vdW
crystal in heavy loading environment.

Figure 1 shows the models of 2H MoS2, h-BN, and
graphene bilayers with initial AB stacking in the rhombus
unit cells, where each MoS2, h-BN, and graphene monolayer
consists of 1 Mo and 2 S atoms, 1 B and 1 N atoms, and 2 C
atoms, respectively. A vacuum region larger than 25 Å is in the
direction perpendicular to the plane. All computations were
performed within the framework of density-functional theory
(DFT) as implemented in the FHI-aims code with “tight” com-
putational settings [31] in which the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) [32] or hybrid Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) [33]
exchange-correlation functional is employed. The influence
of vdW interactions is considered by using a many-body
dispersion (MBD) vdW model [34,35]. A k-point grid of
15 × 15 × 1 was used throughout the work. First the whole
systems were relaxed by PBE+MBD until the force on each
atom is less than 0.001 eV/Å. The optimized lattice constants
of MoS2, h-BN, and graphene unit cells are 3.166, 2.507, and
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FIG. 1. Atomic structures of (a) MoS2, (b) h-BN, and (c)
graphene bilayers with AB stacking. The purple, yellow, blue, red,
and cyan balls are Mo, S, N, B, and C atoms, respectively. Here d
is the interlayer distance between top and bottom monolayers. (d)
Variations of the maximum sliding energy barrier �Emax and shear
strength τmax against the applied normal pressure Pn. The arrows
denote the interlayer sliding of the bilayers.

2.467 Å, respectively. To simulate interlayer sliding, the top
monolayer is transversely moved with respect to the bottom
monolayer and shifts relatively to different stacking positions
on the a1 − a2 plane where the nearest translational positions
are separated by 0.396, 0.313, and 0.308 Å for MoS2, h-
BN, and graphene, respectively. The interlayer distances d
of the vdW bilayers are modified by changing the z-direction
coordinates of the atoms in the top layers. For graphene and
h-BN bilayers, 1 C and 1 B atoms in the top layers and 1 C
and 1 B atoms in the bottom layers are fully fixed at each
shifted position. For MoS2 bilayer, only the S atoms at the
top and bottom surfaces are fully fixed. Then those systems
were relaxed again by PBE+MBD and the normal forces
at different interlayer distances and stacking positions were
calculated by summing the z-direction forces of all atoms in
one monolayer. In this way, interlayer sliding simulation of the
vdW bilayer under constant normal-force mode is realized. As
shown in Supplemental Material, Figs. S1–S3(a) [36], the de-
viations between the desired normal force and normal forces
at different shifted positions are less than 1%. To maintain
a constant normal force, the interlayer distance d between
two monolayers varies with the stacking position; see Figs.
S1–S3(b) [36]. After relaxation, the total energies at different
stacking positions were calculated using HSE+MBD, and the
corresponding potential energy surface for interlayer sliding
under a given normal force Fn was constructed by �E =
E − Emin, where the E is the total energy of the system and
Emin is the lowest total energy; see Figs. S1–S3(c) [36]. The
normal pressure Pn is calculated by Pn = Fn/A, where A is the
area of unit cell.

For all the graphene, MoS2, and h-BN bilayers, the highest
and lowest total energies under a given normal force are
found to be at AA and AB stacking states, respectively. We
calculated the maximum sliding energy barrier �Emax by
�Emax = EAA − EAB, and the maximum interlayer resistance
force F max

R and shear strength τmax [20] by F max
R = �Emax/�r

and τmax = F max
R /A, where �r is the displacement along the

pathway from the lowest to the highest energy stacking state.
The interlayer friction force of a vdW bilayer is proportional
to �Emax [37]. As shown in Fig. 1(d), �Emax and τmax of
the three bilayer systems increase first with increasing normal
pressure, obeying the traditional friction law, but turn to
decrease after the normal pressure becomes high enough,
leading to a nonmonotonic variation of friction with normal
pressure. Correspondingly, the friction coefficient becomes
negative under high normal pressure. The critical normal
pressures are 1.8 GPa (MoS2), 14.7 GPa (h-BN), and 7.6 GPa
(graphene), respectively. Compared with graphene and h-BN,
MoS2 bilayers show the largest decrease in �Emax and τmax,
and turn to decrease at the lowest critical normal pressure,
showing the strongest nonmonotonic friction behavior.

Interlayer friction of a vdW bilayer is closely related
to interlayer adhesion or binding interaction. So, we cal-
culated the interlayer binding energy Ebinding by Ebinding =
Ebilayer − Et

monolayer − Eb
monolayer, and the interlayer binding en-

ergy difference �Eb between AA and AB stacking by �Eb =
EAA

binding − EAB
binding, where Ebilayer is the total energy of the

bilayer, and Et
monolayer and Eb

monolayer are the total energies of
top and bottom monolayers, respectively. In Figs. 2(a)–2(c),
it can be seen that �Eb is approximately the same as �Emax

in all three vdW bilayer systems, although the value for MoS2

bilayer is larger than that for other two vdW bilayers. When
the vdW bilayer slides under constant interlayer distance
mode, the interlayer distance deviation �d (�d = dAA −
dAB) between AA and AB stacking is zero. Under constant
normal-force mode, as shown in the insets of Fig. 2, �d
of MoS2 bilayer decreases with increasing normal pressure
while �d of graphene and h-BN systems first decrease and
then increase but the variations in �d of graphene and h-BN
systems are slight.

The vdW and Coulomb interactions are usually the main
contributions to interlayer adhesion or binding interaction.
We calculated the interlayer vdW energy EvdW at different
stacking positions by EvdW = Ebilayer

vdW − Et
vdW − Eb

vdW, where
Ebilayer

vdW is the total vdW energy of the bilayer, Et
vdW and

Eb
vdW are the vdW energies of top and bottom monolayers,

respectively. The interlayer Coulomb energy ECoul can be ob-
tained by ECoul = Ebinding − EvdW and the values of ECoul are
all positive. Detailed interlayer vdW, binding, and Coulomb
energy surfaces during sliding can be seen in Figs. S4–S6
[36]. The differences in interlayer vdW energy �vdW and
Coulomb energy �Ec between AA stacking and AB stack-
ing are calculated by �vdW = EAA

vdW − EAB
vdW and �Ec =

EAA
Coul − EAB

Coul, respectively. From the definition of �Eb, �Ec,

and �vdW, we have �Eb = �vdW + �Ec. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the contributions of interlayer vdW and Coulomb
interactions to interlayer friction are opposite in MoS2 bilayer
in the whole calculating range. In graphene and h-BN, the
contributions of interlayer vdW and Coulomb interactions
also become opposite under high normal pressure, although
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FIG. 2. The interlayer binding energy differences �Eb of (a)
MoS2 (red), (b) h-BN (blue), and (c) graphene (black) bilayers
under different normal pressures. The insets show the corresponding
interlayer distance deviations �d .

they take the same increasing trend at lower normal pressure.
The interlayer vdW energy differences �vdW of the three
vdW bilayers monotonically increase with the increase of
normal pressure. As �vdW of graphene bilayer is lower
than that of MoS2 and h-BN bilayers, the contribution of
interlayer vdW interaction to interlayer friction is larger in
polar vdW bilayers, coinciding with the previous study [38].
In contrast, �Ec of graphene and h-BN turn to decrease
under high normal pressure, which accordingly reduces the
interlayer sliding energy barrier. For MoS2 bilayer, �Ec is
always negative and monotonically decreases with the normal
pressure increases, hence the interlayer Coulomb repulsion is
weaker at AA stacking and counteracts the effect of interlayer
vdW interaction on interlayer friction. The nonmonotonic
interlayer friction behavior and friction reduction in the vdW
bilayers thus can be attributed to the significant decrease in
interlayer Coulomb energy barrier or the counteracting effect
from interlayer Coulomb interaction.

The total energy consists of kinetic, electrostatic,
exchange-correlation, and vdW energy. To better understand
the role of interlayer Coulomb interaction, we separately
calculated the energy differences in exchange-correlation

FIG. 3. Variations of the differences in energy components be-
tween AA and AB stacking against the normal pressure for MoS2,
h-BN, and graphene bilayers. (a) The differences in vdW energy
�vdW (square) and Coulomb energy �Ec (circle). (b) The differ-
ences in kinetic energy �EK (up triangle) and electrostatic energy
�Eelec (down triangle).

energy �EXC , kinetic energy �EK , and electrostatic
energy �Eelec between AA and AB stacking by �EXC

= (Ebilayer
XC − Et

XC − Eb
XC )AA − (Ebilayer

XC − Et
XC − Eb

XC )AB,

�EK = (Ebilayer
K − Et

K − Eb
K )AA − (Ebilayer

K − Et
K − Eb

K )AB,

and �Eelec = (Ebilayer
elec − Et

elec − Eb
elec)AA−(Ebilayer

elec − Et
elec− Eb

elec)AB, where t and b denote the top and bottom
monolayers, respectively. We have �Ec = �EXC + �EK +
�Eelec. The exchange-correlation energy barriers �EXC of the
three vdW bilayers monotonically increase with increasing
normal pressure; see Fig. S7 [36]. For graphene bilayer, the
kinetic energy barrier �EK first increases and then decreases
with normal pressure, but the electrostatic energy barrier
�Eelec monotonically decreases, as shown by Fig. 3(b). The
negative values of �Eelec and �EK in Fig. 3(b) represent
lower electrostatic and kinetic energies at AA stacking. In the
cases of MoS2 and h-BN, �EK monotonically decrease with
the increase of normal pressure, while �Eelec first decrease
and then increase. For all three bilayers, the monotonic
increase in exchange-correlation energy difference �EXC

suggests that Pauli repulsion is stronger at AA stacking and
the effect of Pauli repulsion increases with the increase of
normal pressure. The contributions of kinetic and electrostatic
energies to interlayer Coulomb interaction are similar in
MoS2 and h-BN bilayers but different in graphene bilayer.
In graphene, the decrease in kinetic and electrostatic energy
barriers leads to a smaller interlayer Coulomb energy barrier.
A lower kinetic energy barrier means that the electrons move
closer to the nuclei when the bilayer slides to AA stacking. For
MoS2 and h-BN bilayers, the kinetic energies at AA stacking
are lower than that at AB stacking. The significant reduction
in kinetic energy at AA stacking induces the counteracting
effect of interlayer Coulomb interaction in MoS2 and
weakens the interlayer Coulomb energy barrier of h-BN
under high normal pressure. Furthermore, the charge-density
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FIG. 4. 2D projections of charge-density differences �ρ (in units of e/Å3) of (a) MoS2, (b) h-BN, and (c) graphene bilayers at AB stacking
(top) and AA stacking (bottom) under different normal pressures. The 1.8 GPa in (a), 14.7 GPa in (b), and 7.6 GPa in (c) are the critical normal
pressures at which �Emax are the largest. The ball denotation is the same as Fig. 1.

differences �ρ at AB and AA stacking were calculated by
�ρ = ρbilayer − ρ

top
monolayer − ρbottom

monolayer. As shown in Fig. 4,
charge transfer and exchange occur at the interfaces of the
vdW bilayers. Compared with AB stacking, interlayer charge
depletions of the three bilayers are stronger at AA stacking
and charge distribution becomes more homogeneous on the
interface atoms. Charge accumulations on the S, C, and
N atoms at AA stacking increase with increasing normal
pressure. The charge redistribution at AA stacking shown in
Fig. 4 is consistent with the decrease in kinetic energy barrier.
For h-BN, more electrons move to the N atoms due to stronger
electronegativity. The homogeneity of charge distribution on
the B and N atoms of h-BN bilayer at AA stacking is weaker
than that on the S atoms of MoS2 and C atoms of graphene at
AA stacking, which provides a reasonable explanation for the
slight decrease of �Emax in h-BN bilayer under high normal
pressure.

By using the same procedure and method with
HSE+MBD, we have studied interlayer frictional behaviors
of initial AA′ stacked MoS2 and h-BN bilayers. It can be
seen from the variations of �Emax in Figs. S8 and S9 [36]
that the interfacial friction in MoS2 and h-BN bilayers
with AA′ stacking is still nonmonotonic with the increase
of normal pressure. The same as the initial AB stacking
state, the decrease in interlayer Coulomb energy barrier
and counteracting effect give rise to the nonmonotonic
variation of interlayer friction; see Figs. S8(c) and S9(c)
[36]. Moreover, the interlayer frictional behaviors of the
vdW bilayers have been investigated by another DFT method
with the PBE exchange-correlation functional [32,39,40]
and optB86b for vdW interaction [41,42]. �Emax and τmax

in graphene and MoS2 bilayers obtained by PBE+optB86b
qualitatively coincide with that by HSE+MBD, but in h-BN
bilayer the PBE+optB86b result fluctuates with normal
pressure; see Fig. S13 [36]. This inconsistency in h-BN
bilayer between HSE+MBD and PBE+optB86b is possibly
due to the low accuracy of the optB86b model in describing
the long-range vdW interaction for nonhomogeneous electron

densities in 2D h-BN [38,43,44]. In spite of the difference
in the two vdW models, the interlayer friction in h-BN
bilayer still exhibits nonmonotonic trend. Similarly, the
anomalous interfacial friction is also attributed to the opposite
contributions of interlayer vdW and Coulomb interactions; see
Fig. S14 [36].

For comparison, interfacial friction of graphene and MoS2

bilayers under constant interlayer distance mode has been
studied by PBE+optB86b. The maximum sliding energy bar-
riers monotonically increase with the decrease of interlayer
distance, and the normal forces vary with the stacking po-
sition; see Figs. S15–S17 [36]. To better explain such dis-
crepancy between constant normal force and constant inter-
layer distance mode, we established two AB and AA stacked
graphene sheets in which each sheet consists of 8 C layers;
see Fig. S18 [36]. At the fixed distance of 48.5 Å between the
top and bottom layers, the ratio of normal force at AA stacking
to that at AB stacking is 1.27 and decreases to 1.11 when the
distance is reduced to 47.5 Å; see Table S1 [36]. Due to weak
interlayer vdW adhesion, the thickness of 8-layer graphene
sheet decreases after normal loading, so that the actual change
in the interface distance between two 8-layer graphene sheets
is relatively small. The thickness compressibility leads to a
smaller deviation in the normal forces at different stacking
positions. For a vdW monolayer, the normal load is hard
to change the thickness because of single atom layer or
strong Mo–S bond. Previous DFT simulations under constant
interlayer distance mode [20] show that interlayer friction
of bilayer graphene still satisfies Amontons-like law when
normal pressure is up to 160 GPa. However, under constant
normal-force mode as Amontons’ law required, friction turns
to decrease with increasing normal pressure beyond 1.8, 14.7,
and 7.6 GPa for MoS2, h-BN, and graphene, respectively. The
sp2 graphene will turn to sp3 diamondlike phase at normal
pressure beyond about 18 GPa [45], and the diamondlike
phase will collapse beyond normal pressure ∼120 GPa. As
a consequence, the interfacial frictional behavior of vdW bi-
layer under constant normal-force mode displays unexpected
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trend compared with that under commonly used constant
interlayer distance mode.

In summary, we show by comprehensive DFT calculations
that under constant normal-force mode, the interfacial friction
and shear resistance in 2D vdW bilayers are nonmonotonic
with the increase of normal pressure. Bilayer MoS2, h-BN,
and graphene exhibit interlayer friction reduction and negative
friction coefficients under viable high normal pressure. The
opposite contributions of interlayer vdW and Coulomb inter-
actions result in such anomalous frictional behavior. These
results unveil a special interfacial friction law when the thick-

ness of vdW crystals decreases to the atomic limit, and deepen
our understanding of efficient lubrication in 2D vdW crystals
under heavy working conditions.
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